Chitaley's Attitude
Uncalled For

As Raajish A. Chitaley '95 is eloquently reminded in The Tech, "it's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the game." The election of [UAP/UAVP Candidates Show Little Promise, Mar. 4]. Furin, that in a pedantic world, "it's not just how you win or lose, it's how you play the game." The election of [UAP/UAVP Candidates Show Little Promise, Mar. 4].

Chitaley's actions have been less than promising. His campaign has been marked by a lack of substance and a focus on personal attacks. He has failed to address the important issues facing our campus, such as academic integrity, sustainability, and student safety.

Furthermore, Chitaley's demeanor has been one of arrogance and entitlement. He seems to believe that he is above the rules and that his actions are beyond reproach. This is not the kind of leadership that our campus needs.

Instead, we need candidates who are committed to working hard, listening to the concerns of our peers, and implementing real solutions. As an individual, I believe that the time for Chitaley's brand of politics is over, and it is time for us to move forward with new ideas and new candidates.